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Note from the Editor:
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INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision in Horne v. United States Department of Agriculture (Horne II) was a significant victory for property rights advocates, and an even more significant victory for opponents of the administrative state.1 In an 8-1 decision, the Court held that a government program that seeks to control market prices by seizing a portion of a farmer’s crop violates the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment.2 In broad terms, the Court reaffirmed that personal property and real property enjoy the same protected status under the Fifth Amendment.3 It clarified that when the government adopts a regulation that authorizes it to physically appropriate personal property, the regulation effects a taking—the fact that the owner might derive some ancillary benefit from the regulation is irrelevant to the question of whether a taking occurred.4 Importantly, the Court also allowed property owners to challenge the imposition of such a regulation before the government takes their property, instead of having to seek compensation for it later.5 The decision is particularly notable in that it continued the Roberts Court’s trend toward a pragmatic and limited-government interpretation of the Takings Clause.

I. BACKGROUND
The Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 (“AMAA”),6 a product of New Deal-era thinking, was passed “with the objective of helping farmers obtain a fair value for their agricultural products.”7 Congress at that time believed that excess competition was to blame for the low prices many commodities fetched on the open market,8 so it undertook to “avoid unreasonable fluctuations in supplies and prices” of certain agricultural goods.9 To accomplish its goal, the AMAA “authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to promulgate ‘marketing orders’ to help maintain stable markets for particular agricultural products”—in other words, the secretary was authorized to prop up demand for agricultural products by throttling the supply.10 One such marketing order regulates the California raisin market.11

The raisin marketing order created the Raisin Administrative Committee (“RAC”), an unelected group of 47 people—35 of whom represent raisin producers, 10 of whom represent raisin “handlers,”12 and one each who represent cooperative bargaining associations and the general public.13 The RAC is an agent of the federal government.14 As the Supreme Court explained, each year the RAC “reviews crop yield, inventories, and shipments” and recommends to the Secretary whether or not there should be a “reserve pool” of raisins—that is, raisins transferred to the government and kept off the open market.15 Raisin handlers are then required to transfer the demanded amount of raisins to the RAC.16 The amount varies yearly, and has been as high as 47 percent of inventory in 2002.17 In return, the raisin handlers receive a contingent interest in a percentage of the proceeds generated by the reserve, which in some years amounts to nothing.18

Marvin and Laura Horne had been farming raisins in the Central Valley of California since 1969.19 Mr. Horne once even served as an alternate member of the RAC.20 But over the years, they became disillusioned with a regulatory scheme that they thought was unconstitutional and sought a way to avoid it.21 Because the marketing order regulates only raisin handlers, “the Hornes devised a plan to bring their raisins to market without going through a traditional handler.”22 They entered into a partnership with Mrs. Horne’s parents and “contracted with more than 60 other raisin growers to clean, stem, sort, and, in some cases, box and stack their raisins for a fee.”23 The operation was substantial—cumulatively, it produced more than 3 million pounds of raisins during the 2002-03 and 2003-04 crop years.24

Despite the Hornes’ best efforts, the Department of Agriculture declared that they were raisin handlers and thus subject to the marketing order.25 The Hornes refused to comply with the order. When government trucks showed up at their
facility one morning in 2002, they denied entry and refused to set aside any raisins for the reserve. As a result, the government assessed almost $700,000 in fines and penalties against the Hornes—$480,000 for the value of the raisins and over $200,000 for not complying with the order to turn them over. Rather than pay the fines, the Hornes defended themselves against the government’s attempt to enforce the fines and penalties, arguing that the demand that they surrender their raisins to the government was an unconstitutional attempt to take their personal property without compensation.

Their challenge was just the beginning of what would turn out to be a protracted legal battle that included two successful appeals to the Supreme Court of the United States. The proceedings started poorly for the challengers. The Hornes lost the enforcement action and lost again on administrative appeal before a federal district court. Then the Ninth Circuit held that it lacked jurisdiction to even consider the Hornes’ takings arguments, explaining that the Hornes would have to pay the fines or surrender the demanded raisins, then sue in the Federal Court of Claims under the Tucker Act before any court could consider whether the marketing order violated the Takings Clause. But the Supreme Court unanimously reversed that decision, holding that because the AMAA authorized district courts to determine whether an enforcement action was lawful, the takings defense was properly before the court. As the Court explained, “when a party raises a constitutional defense to an assessed fine, it would make little sense to require the party to pay the fine in one proceeding and then turn around and sue for recovery of that same money in another proceeding.” So it remanded the Hornes’ takings claim to the Ninth Circuit for a determination on the merits.

On remand, the Ninth Circuit produced one of the worst property rights decisions in recent memory. First, contrary to decisions of the Supreme Court and several circuit courts, the Ninth Circuit held that the per se physical takings rule announced in Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp. applies only to real property—not personal property like money, cars, or raisins. Because of this threshold conclusion, the court opted to subject the marketing order to the type of complex balancing test that is ordinarily employed in regulatory takings cases (as opposed to physical takings cases) to determine when a law goes too far in diminishing the value of property. This analysis essentially ignored the Supreme Court’s instruction to apply a bright-line rule when the government physically appropriates an owner’s property. Balancing tests are wholly inappropriate in physical invasion cases. As the Court explained in Loretto, the right to exclude others from your property is “perhaps the most fundamental of all property interests.” Accordingly, a physical occupation of property, no matter how small, is a taking “without regard to whether the action achieves an important public benefit or has only minimal economic impact on the owner.” Inquiries into the degree to which the property is diminished by the government’s actions or the purposes served are irrelevant to whether a physical taking occurred. If the government exercises physical control over private property, it is obligated to compensate a property owner—even where it takes only a portion of the owner’s property.

Searching for a test to apply to avoid the result of Loretto’s clear instruction, the Ninth Circuit settled on the exactions trilogy of Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, Dolan v. City of Tigard, and Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District. Together, those cases hold that government agencies cannot condition permission to use one’s property on the relinquishment of a property interest unless there is “a ‘nexus’ and ‘rough proportionality’ between the property that the government demands and the social costs of the applicant’s proposal.” Nollan, Dolan, and Koontz, however, involve a “special application of the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions,” and apply tests specifically designed to scrutinize conditions placed on land-use permit decisions. Overlooking that doctrinal limitation, the Ninth Circuit reasoned that the exactions test should apply because the raisin reserve requirement operated like a permit condition on the right to sell raisins. After all, the Ninth Circuit noted that, just like a land-use permit, the Hornes could have “avoid[ed] the reserve requirement of the Marketing Order by . . . planting different crops, including other types of raisins, not subject to this Marketing Order or selling their grapes without drying them into raisins.”

The Court of Appeals then proceeded to apply an unrecognizable version of the exactions test. It transformed the robust Nollan/Dolan cause-and-effect test into a mere rational-basis, means-ends inquiry. According to the panel, the reserve requirement satisfied the nexus requirement because it does what it is intended to do: create “orderly market conditions.” And it satisfied the proportionality requirement because the order only demanded that percentage of raisins the RAC determined were necessary to achieve the committee’s goals. In reaching its conclusions, the Ninth Circuit failed to acknowledge that Nollan and Dolan do not simply ask whether an exaction advances a particular government goal—the tests include an important causation element that requires the government to show that the regulated property use directly causes the problem an exaction addresses and, if so, that the exaction is proportionate to that impact. Therefore, not only did the Ninth Circuit treat personal property as inferior to real property, but it effectively nullified the exactions cases in order to uphold the reserve requirement.

Perhaps because the Ninth Circuit’s decision was such an outlier, the Supreme Court granted certiorari once again.

II. The Parties’ Arguments

The Court granted certiorari on three discrete questions. The first was whether the “categorical duty” to pay compensation for a physical taking applies to personal property as well as real property. The Solicitor General’s brief did not attempt to defend the Ninth Circuit’s conclusion on this point. In fact, the Deputy Solicitor General who argued the case explicitly disavowed it at oral argument. The Hornes’ brief catalogued the long history of cases in the Supreme Court and the lower courts treating personal and real property as equal under the Takings Clause. Their brief also forcefully argued that personal property has been protected by fundamental law dating back 800 years to the Magna Carta.

The second question asked the Court whether the government can avoid the duty to pay just compensation for a per se taking “by reserving to the property owner a contingent
interest in a portion of the value of the property, set at the
government’s discretion.” The Solicitor General’s brief did
not address this question head-on. Rather, it argued that the
contingent proceeds prevented the application of Loretto’s per
se test in the first instance.99 Because raisins are a fungible good,
the government contended that so long as the Hornes retained
some interest in the proceeds, there could be no taking.60 But
the Hornes pointed out that even if the proceeds were relevant,
their value was speculative and often amounted to nothing.61 In
their view, the marketing order offered illusory compensation
by taking raisins in return for whatever the RAC might view
as appropriate in that particular year.

The final question for the Court was whether a require-
tment to “relinquish specific, identifiable property as a ‘condi-
tion’ on permission to engage in commerce effects a per se
taking.”62 On this point, the government strongly defended the
Ninth Circuit’s conclusion that the raisin reserve program was
a constitutional “exaction” under Nollan and Dolan. It made
the sweeping claim that “[t]he government may condition the
benefits provided by an orderly market on handlers’ compliance
with the reserve requirement.”63 In other words, the government
may take property so long as it is doing so to create an “orderly
market” that will, in the government’s judgment, benefit the
property owners. The Hornes rephrased that argument in
their brief, saying that “[U]nder the Ninth Circuit’s theory,
the government can extract whatever property concessions it
wants by effecting takings as a condition on the ‘government
benefit’ of not being forbidden to do anything the government
has power to forbid.”64

III. The Decision

On June 22, 2015, the Supreme Court gave the Hornes
a total victory, ruling in their favor on all three questions.
Eight justices, led by Chief Justice Roberts, agreed that the
raisin reserve was a taking; only Justice Sotomayor dissented.
But Justice Breyer, joined by Justices Kagan and Ginsburg,
ruled separately to say he would have remanded the case for
a calculation of damages/offset rather than excuse the Hornes
from paying the fines altogether.65 Writing for the majority,
Chief Justice Roberts called the
raisin reserve requirement a “clear physical taking.”66 He easily
dismissed the Ninth Circuit’s distinction between real and
personal property, noting that the Takings Clause “protects ‘private
property’ without any distinction between different types.”67 As
the Hornes had suggested in their brief, “[t]he principle reflected
in the Clause goes back at least 800 years to Magna Carta, which
specifically protected agricultural crops from uncompensated
takings.”68 Eight justices therefore agreed that Loretto’s per se
rule was the correct analytical framework to apply.

The same eight justices also rejected the government’s
argument that providing a contingent interest in the proceeds
from the seized property can avoid takings liability. The major-
ity recognized that the government conflated the standards for
physical and regulatory takings, noting that “when there has
been a physical appropriation, ‘we do not ask … whether it
deprives the owner of all economically valuable use’ of the item
taken.”69 Instead, the fact that the government has permanently
occupied private property is enough to effect a taking. No
contingent interest in the proceeds can change that; at most,
anything left over would count towards just compensation, not
the question of liability.70

The majority also rejected the government’s exactions
argument. In response to the government’s suggestion that
the Hornes could do something else with their raisins to avoid
regulation, the Chief Justice wrote that “[w]ith them sell wine’
is probably not much more comforting to the raisin growers
than similar retorts have been to others throughout history.”71
Rather, the right to sell raisins, like the right to build a house
on one’s property, is “not a special governmental benefit that
the Government may hold hostage, to be ransomed by the
waiver of constitutional protection.”72 As the Court explained,
this argument would allow the government to characterize
many things as benefits and circumvent the requirement to
pay compensation for physical takings.73 But “property rights
cannot be so easily manipulated.”74

On the question of the proper remedy, the Court was
more closely divided. The Chief Justice, writing for a five-justice
majority including Justices Kennedy, Alito, Scalia, and Thomas,
invalidated the fines and penalties altogether.75 The majority
reasoned that the government had already determined the fair
market value of the raisins when it assessed the fine.76 Therefore,
it concluded that there was “no need for a remand; the Hornes
should simply be relieved of the obligation to pay the fine and
associated civil penalty they were assessed when they resisted the
Government’s effort to take their raisins.”77 Justice Breyer, joined
by Justices Kagan and Ginsburg, disagreed. They would have
remanded for a determination of compensation, offsetting the
benefits created by the marketing order’s reserve requirement.78

In dissent, Justice Sotomayor argued that the majority
misunderstood Loretto. In her view, the per se physical takings
rule applies only when the government takes “each and every
property right” from the property owner (an understanding
neither supported by Loretto nor the Court’s body of physi-
cal taking case law).79 Because the Hornes retained, at least in
theory, “the right to receive some money for [the raisins’]
disposition,” they had not lost “every property right.”80 Further-
more, she adopted the government’s (and the Ninth Circuit’s)
argument that a government agency may condition the right to
sell a good on the open market on a “voluntary” agreement to
give up property rights.81 As a result, she would have affirmed
the Ninth Circuit’s judgment.

IV. The Implications of Horne

The Supreme Court’s Horne decisions hold promise for
advocates of property rights and limited government. Most
immediately, the decisions embraced three common sense prin-
ciples that will be extremely helpful for future takings litigants.
First, the Horne I opinion recognizes that an administrate
order imposing penalties may be a cognizable constitutional
injury, even when the terms of the order have not yet been
enforced.82 Second, the recent decision recognizes that rem-
edies available under the Takings Clause are not limited to just
compensation—in some circumstances, an order invalidating
a government action may be the appropriate remedy.83 And
third, the Court held that a property owner does not need to
surrender his or her property as a prerequisite to seeking judicial
Horne II provides more precedent supporting the recently reinvigorated unconstitutional conditions doctrine. But, perhaps more important to the big picture, the Horne decisions continue a trend of the Roberts Court—support for clear, administrable rules that benefit property owners at odds with powerful government agencies. That is in stark contrast with the final term before the Chief Justice joined the Court, which included the infamous Kelo v. City of New London decision upholding a forced transfer of a private home to a corporation.

A. The Possibility of Injunctive Relief Against a Taking

For years, government attorneys have wielded the Supreme Court’s frequent statement that “[t]he Fifth Amendment does not proscribe the taking of property; it proscribes taking without just compensation.”95 Such reasoning has led to the creation of the Williamson County state-litigation requirement, one of the modern Court’s most criticized doctrines.96 It has also, in conjunction with the Kelo decision, which severely limited the Constitution’s Public Use Clause, fostered an assumption that a taking can never be improper in the first instance. Therefore, the burden is always on property owners to contest a taking in a condemnation proceeding.94 In a due process claim, however, the government bears the standard to meet.98 If a government agency has a statutory means to pay compensation once a court determines that a taking has occurred, invalidation is unlikely to be an available remedy. According to the Supreme Court’s frequent statement that “[t]he Fifth Amendment does not proscribe the taking of property; it proscribes taking without just compensation,” the Court shouldn’t just remand whether, considering that “the Constitution forbids [only] takings without compensation,” the court shouldn’t just remand the case for a just compensation calculation. Mr. McConnell responded that, “in cases where there’s . . . a taking, and the program does not contemplate compensation, the standard judicial remedy for that is to . . . invalidate the taking.”99 In other words, “a takings violation occurred when it was clear that there was no compensation at the time of the excessive governmental action; it was this absence that called for the remedy of invalidation.”100

But the Supreme Court has moved away from that position. In modern times it has become axiomatic that the remedy for a taking that “goes too far” is just compensation, and the only way to invalidate such a law is through the Due Process Clause. For example, after finding a takings claim unripe, the Williamson County Court considered a due process challenge to the zoning decision.93 The Court explained that the essence of a regulatory taking is a government action that goes so far that it cannot be constitutionally accomplished without a condemnation proceeding. In a due process claim, however, the remedy “is not just compensation, but invalidation of the regulation, and if authorized and appropriate, actual damages.”95

As a result, plaintiffs must generally show that a regulation bears no rational relationship to a legitimate government objective to be entitled to invalidation. This is a much more difficult standard to meet. Horne II pokes a small hole in that orthodoxy. The Court invalidated the fines and penalties in large part because it was clear that the government had already determined the value of the raisins, so there was no mechanism to provide for compensation. Because the government thought it could seize the raisins without committing a taking, it felt comfortable setting up a scheme of penalties to enforce the regulations. Thus, this is precisely the type of program Mr. McConnell had in mind that “does not contemplate compensation.”97 It is a significant development that a majority of the Supreme Court essentially adopted that argument and disavowed the need for a remand. However, it is not likely that this approach will spread to more typical takings cases. So long as the rationale of Williamson County still controls, the Court will likely continue to view inverse condemnation as within the “contemplation” of compensation. If a government agency has a statutory means to pay compensation once a court determines that a taking has occurred, invalidation is unlikely to be an available remedy. But Horne II does at least represent a small step in favor of property owners in this area.

B. More Evidence of Skepticism About the Administrative State

This term was not a particularly good one for supporters of the so-called fourth branch of government, the ever-expanding administrative state. Earlier in the year, several justices expressed severe doubts about the federal courts’ ongoing practice of deferring to administrative agencies under Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council. And in one of the biggest cases of the term, the Court refused to defer to the IRS’ interpretation of the Affordable Care Act provision providing federal tax subsidies for those purchasing health insurance on ACA exchanges. Horne II is another example of the third branch’s skepticism of administrative agencies.

In Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Association, the Court unanimously reversed the D.C. Circuit and held that agencies do not have to go through notice-and-comment rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act when they announce a new interpretation of a regulation that “deviates significantly from one the agency has previously adopted.” While they joined in the result, three justices used the occasion to state their concerns with the regime of agency deference, particularly the practice of deferring to agency rules interpreting their own regulations. Justice Scalia argued that the APA’s exemption for so-called “interpretive rules” was meant to be quite narrow, but “judge-made doctrines of deference” have significantly expanded the power of agencies to make binding law. He said that the APA’s plain text requires “that courts, not agencies, will authoritatively resolve ambiguities in statutes and regulations.” Such a reading calls into question not only deference to an agency’s interpretation of its own regulations—mandated under Auer v. Robbins—but also Chevron itself. Justice Alito even came close to asking someone to bring a case challenging the constitutionality of so-called Auer (or Seminole Rock) deference.

Twice this term, Justice Thomas stated his view that Chevron and Auer deference are violations of the separation of powers. In Perez, he called Seminole Rock/Auer deference a “deviation” from general principles of separation of powers, reasoning that it is a transfer of power from the judiciary to executive agencies and prevents judges from exercising their duty to independently determine the meaning of regulations. And a few months later in Michigan v. EPA, he directly attacked the constitutionality of Chevron deference on similar grounds.
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Although Justice Thomas’ views of the administrative state have long been well known, this time they added to a growing chorus urging reconsideration of long-held views on agency deference.

In King v. Burwell, the Chief Justice surprised many when he rejected the government’s argument for Chevron deference. The government had argued that the IRS rule allowing insurance purchasers to claim tax credits whether they purchased insurance on a federal or state-run exchange was a reasonable interpretation of the Affordable Care Act and thus entitled to deference. But the majority concluded that this case was simply too important to be left to the discretion of the IRS. The Court made it clear it would not defer to an agency’s conclusion in such “extraordinary cases.” Instead, if Congress wanted to delegate such an important power to an agency, it should have done so expressly. As others have acknowledged, the “extraordinary cases” doctrine is a significant limit on and departure from traditional Chevron deference. It illustrates that the Court will still require Congress to make the really important and difficult policy choices itself.

Among all these cases, Horne II was perhaps the strongest rebuke to the administrative state this term. In both Horne oral arguments, justices expressed significant doubts about the policy behind the raisin reserve requirement. The first time, Justice Kagan elicited laughter when she remarked that, on remand, the Ninth Circuit would have to “figure out whether this marketing order is a taking or it’s just the world’s most outdated law.” This time around, Justice Scalia compared the requirement to the central planning economy favored by the Soviet Union. And the Chief Justice’s opinion recognized that, much to the chagrin of would-be central planners at the Department of Agriculture, raisins “are private property—the fruit of the growers’ labor—not ‘public things subject to the absolute control of the state.’” Hard as the fourth branch might try to regulate markets, it cannot do so by seizing private property. After nearly 80 years, the federal raisin reserve is a casualty of both the Court’s stronger protection of property rights and its increasing skepticism of administrative agencies.

C. A Reinvigorated Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine

Perhaps related to its skepticism toward the administrative state, the Court has increasingly relied on the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions in recent years. The doctrine was long a staple of the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence until it all but disappeared over the past several decades. The judicial doctrine first appeared in the mid-nineteenth century in response to a wave of state laws that had placed severely restrictive conditions on out-of-state companies seeking permission to do business in the state. In its original form, the doctrine operated as a shield from government “deals” that would strip individuals of their constitutionally protected rights. As others have acknowledged, the “extraordinary cases” doctrine is a significant limit on and departure from traditional Chevron deference. It illustrates that the Court will still require Congress to make the really important and difficult policy choices itself.

The Court’s reliance on the doctrine waned until the late 1950s through the 1970s. During that period, the doctrine was frequently invoked to strike down laws that conditioned the receipt of government benefits upon the waiver of individual rights, such as rights to free speech, free exercise of religion, travel, and equal protection of the laws. In its modern formulation, the doctrine provides that government may not grant an individual a benefit or permit on the condition that he surrender a constitutional right. Thus, the modern doctrine operates as a shield from government “deals” that would strip individuals of their constitutionally protected rights.

In the past few years, the Court has repeatedly relied on the doctrine to “vindicate[] the Constitution’s enumerated rights by preventing the government from coercing people into giving them up.” For example, in Agency for International Development v. Alliance for Open Society International, Inc., the Court struck down a federal law requiring organizations to have a policy of opposing prostitution and sex trafficking to qualify for certain appropriations to be used in the fight against HIV/AIDS. The majority explained that Congress cannot condition a grant of federal funds for a specific purpose on the relinquishment of all speech rights on a topic. Rather, it can (and in this case, it did) only restrict the funds themselves from being used for the disfavored purpose. In this way, the unconstitutional conditions doctrine prevents the government from controlling speech by dangling too-good-to-refuse funding programs in front of organizations.

Koontz, following up on Nollan and Dolan, applied that principle in the context of land-use permitting. It extended Nollan and Dolan to prevent government agencies from holding the benefits of a building permit hostage to force property owners to contribute to unrelated government projects. This limitation on government power exists even though, as with the federal money in Agency for International Development, the government is under no obligation to grant a permit in most situations. But despite the power to deny the permit outright, the Koontz Court recognized that the government cannot use that power as leverage to require a permit applicant to pay for a city project unless it satisfies the requirements of Nollan and Dolan.

In Horne II, the Department of Agriculture made the novel argument that it could take a significant portion of a grower’s raisin crop in return for the privilege of selling the remaining raisins on the open market. By rejecting this formulation of the unconstitutional conditions doctrine, the Court further strengthened it. In a part of the opinion joined by eight justices, the Chief Justice clarified that Nollan and its progeny recognize that, like building a home, “selling produce in interstate commerce, although certainly subject to reasonable government regulation, is . . . not a special governmental benefit that the Government may hold hostage, to be ransomed by the

[T]he power of the state […] is not unlimited; and one of the limitations is that it may not impose conditions which require relinquishment of constitutional rights. If the state may compel the surrender of one constitutional right as a condition of its favor, it may, compel a surrender of all. It is inconceivable that guarantees embedded in the Constitution of the United States may thus be manipulated out of existence.
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Easement's value.”144 In fact, this would have entirely obliterated surrendering an easement or making a payment equal to the damages for repeated temporary takings.134 In response, the government’s argument correct, agencies could easily avoid limitations of Nollan and Dolan described above, the Florida agency argued that the constitutional protections against exactions because the Corps deviated from past practice and decreased the rate at which it released water from a dam it constructed.132 The Corps argued that even though government-induced flooding could be a taking, an exception for “temporary flooding” should be recognized.135

A unanimous Court rejected the Corps’ argument.136 Justice Ginsburg found no support in any case or principle of takings law for the proposition that flooding cases are different from run-of-the-mill government intrusions on private property.137 The Corps had relied on a sentence from the 1924 case of Sanguinetti v. United States,138 which it took to mean that only permanent flooding was compensable under the Takings Clause.139 But the Court carefully reasoned that, even assuming the sentence was precedential, subsequent cases had eroded it and made clear that all temporary takings are compensable.140 It thus rejected a government attempt to limit the application of the Takings Clause using a meaningless distinction.

The same happened the next term in Koontz. There, as described above, the Florida agency argued that the Nollan and Dolan rules limiting government power to exact property in exchange for a permit did not apply when: (1) the permit was ultimately denied, and (2) the agency demanded money instead of real property in return for the permit.141 All nine justices rejected the first exception to Nollan and Dolan. The majority recognized that “[a] contrary rule would be especially untenable in this case because it would enable the government to evade the limitations of Nollan and Dolan simply by phrasing its demands for property as conditions precedent to permit approval.”142 Five justices also rejected, for similar reasons, the agency’s argument that exactions of money should be treated differently than those of real property.143 The majority reasoned that, were the government’s argument correct, agencies could easily avoid Nollan and Dolan by “offering” “the owner a choice of either surrendering an easement or making a payment equal to the easement’s value.”144 In fact, this would have entirely obliterated the constitutional protections against exactions because the government could then just condemn the easement it wanted in the first place, using the money it exacted as “compensation.”

Finally, in Marvin M. Brandt Revocable Trust v. United States,146 the federal government and a Wyoming landowner disputed ownership of an abandoned railroad right of way. In the government’s view, when the right of way—granted by Congress under an 1875 Act that was meant to encourage railroad development in the West—was abandoned, it should have reverted back to the government’s ownership.147 The landowner argued that the right of way was a mere easement that, under common law property rules, should have been extinguished after the railroad abandoned it, leaving him with free and clear title.148 Once again, the Supreme Court sided with the property owner and declined to create an exception to the common law for railway rights-of-way.

In Great Northern Railway Co. v. United States,149 the Court had adopted what was then the government’s position that the 1875 Act conveyed only easements to the railroads.150 That case involved rights to drill for oil below the surface of the right of way: the United States claimed that the railroad did not own these rights because it had only an easement.151 Despite the Court’s clear agreement that the Act granted only an easement, the government in Brandt attempted to avoid the effect of this clear rule. It urged the Court to read Great Northern narrowly and hold “that the right of way is not an easement for purposes of what happens when the railroad stops using it.”152 The eight-justice majority emphatically rejected what it termed this “self-serving” reading of the Act.153 Once again, the Court sided with a clear, established rule for the benefit of property owners.

Horne II is the latest evidence of this trend. Rather than apply any of the complex regulatory takings tests that the Court has developed, the Court simply observed that the reserve requirement was a physical taking of raisins.154 Furthermore, it declined the government’s and Justice Breyer’s invitations to remand the case and allow the lower courts to determine the regulatory scheme’s ancillary benefits. The Roberts Court has sided with property owners in a major case each of the past four terms and has done so while emphasizing simple and understandable rules. It is safe to say that the Court’s property-rights jurisprudence has changed course in the years since its decision in Kelo.

CONCLUSION

The Supreme Court’s decision in Horne II is the latest in a recent line of cases that have endorsed clear rules protecting property rights. While the case did not announce any novel rules of law, it did illustrate that property owners may in some circumstances be able to halt a taking before it occurs. More broadly, Horne II fits into the general theme of skepticism about the actions of administrative agencies evinced in many cases this term. It remains to be seen whether these factors will spur challenges to other administrative regimes in the near future.
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